Abstract. This paper studies on the prediction of the hail. First, Cellular Neural Network method acts on the cloud radar images to extract their edge, The cloud's contour feature would be more clear; and then, the edge detection would be processed by wavelet transform. Five different coefficients would be found; At last we construct hail cloud life feature vector matrix, explain the problem by matrix form, so as to find the corresponding rules through the five coefficients, after seeking to rules, through the simulation experiment, to achieve the purpose of hail forecast.
Introduction
Hail is a kind of serious natural disasters. The safety of people's life and property should be threatened by the hail the. So the prediction and identification of hail cloud is particularly critical [1] [2] [3] . According to the meteorological department, it is mainly based on the analysis of charts, satellite images and radar monitor weather, to judge whether there is a hail; weather radar, satellite, computer, communications and other advanced equipment are widely used in meteorology, greatly improving the tracking ability of hail events. This paper will use the method of image processing of Cellular Neural Network with wavelet transform, to establish t he mathematical model, the realization of data mining and analysis of radar image, showing a more ideal rule, so as to realize the identification and prediction of hail cloud [4] [5] .
Edge detection cell nerve network
Cellular Neural Network (CNN) is a strong nonlinear simulation systems, the form of cellular neural network is also in constant increase, widely application field. A standard CNN architecture consists of an M×N rectangular array by cells   [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] The sphere of influence   , r S i j , the radius r of cell   , C i j is defined to be the set of all the neighborhood cells satisfying the following property.
(1) For r is a positive integer. The network can sign as equation: 
The output： 
Wavelet Transform theory
We use the two-dimensional wavelet transform to process images.
is the corresponding of one dimensional orthonormal wavelet scale function. If we definite 3 "two-dimensional wavelet"(5): 
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Using the orthogonal scaling function and wavelet function's decomposition algorithm(6):
The reconstruction algorithm:
So we can get five coefficients: approximate detail coefficients, level detail coefficients, vertical detail coefficients, diagonal detail coefficients, reconstructed coefficients
Model establishment and analysis
Construction of hail cloud life feature vector. 8 weathers has be select, hail in 4, non hail in 4, average 15 images in every weather for this experiment research. This experiment adopts the MATLAB software programming, the realization of image processing on the clouds. The method of images edge detection using Cellular Neural Network, using the template parameters as the processing conditions of Cellular Neural Network, and the function in equation, the theoretical knowledge and basic algorithm of Cellular Neural Network combined with software programming, Cellular Neural Network is to obtain the stable point, thus complete the edge of images processing. RGB image has three layers, different cloud images of a layer of this article only takes the different weather as an illustration, the following images for example, the image below:
Original images Edge detection cell nerve network images Figure 3 . The representative figure of image processing Images edge detection processing of wavelet transform, the realization of image data mining. According to the filter's point of view, four coefficients namely approximate the detail coefficients, level of detail coefficients, vertical detail coefficients, diagonal detail coefficients will be shown.
Since each image with wavelet transform, there will are five coefficients, due to numerical some coefficient is relatively large. When mining data and programming, will dig out five coefficients are
. Each coefficient such that each weather will average about 15 new numerical numbers , setting up n for each weather's the number of images,
represent respectively the coefficient approximate detail coefficients, level of detail coefficients, vertical detail coefficients, diagonal detail coefficients and the reconstruction of each image.
  represents approximate detail coefficient matrix, the level of detail coefficients matrix,vertical detail coefficients matrix,diagonal detail coefficients matrix, reconstructed coefficients matrix remodeling of the first weather. So every weather coefficient matrix use the same way to do. Taking each of weather and each coefficient of the median, we used that life feature vector to find the law of hail cloud. Make (7) 1,1 
We make each of weather as a unit, the matrix 1 2 3 4 5 , , , , X X X X X , to construct the feature vector, in accordance with the five coefficients to form feature vectors, have (8) Where 
In this paper, using cellular neural network and wavelet transform to process the hail cloud images. To find the motion rules of hail cloud characteristics of life. We find in this paper only the horizontal detail coefficient is not obvious, the coefficient of the rest are displayed obvious rules, and when the four coefficients are all satisfied conditions, cloud is hail clouds, four coefficients satisfy at least three condition, cloud is not hail clouds, through the simulation experiment of hail cloud can know the prediction accuracy is very high, it also found a strong rules for hail forecast, provide an ideal method for hail forecast, but we are a part of image processing, has the error and certain limitations, but I hope this prediction rule can realize the hail.
